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A purely functional implementation of LR(0) parsers is given, together with a simple correctness 
proof. For non-LR(0) grammars its time complexity is cubic if the functions that constitute the 
parser are implemented as memo-functions, i.e. functions that memorize the results of previous 
invocations. For LR(0) grammars, our algorithm is closely related to the recursive ascent parsers 
recently discovered by Kruseman Aretz (1988), Barnard and Cordy (1988) and Roberts (1988). 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we present a new functional way to implement LR(0) parsers. It is 
a generalization of the implementation technique that has become known as recursive 
ascent parsing. Usually, LR(0) parsers are intended to process LR(0) grammars in 
a deterministic fashion. Apart from efficiency considerations, however, it is perfectly 
possible to consider nondeterministic LR(0) parsers. As will become clear, this 
nondeterministic class of parsers is, in fact, the natural one from a mathematical point 
of view. The functional algorithms that we will derive are, therefore, applicable to the 
majority of CF grammars. 
We believe that the absence in current-day text books of simple functional imple- 
mentations of LR parsers marks a serious underdevelopment of parsing theory. The 
reader familiar with the usual correctness proofs of LR parsing will be surprised at the 
conciseness of these proofs for the functional implementations. The conclusion must 
be that notions from the world of automata, such as stacks and transitions, are not the 
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most natural ones to define LR parsing, despite their ubiquity. A major reason for the 
superiority of the functional formulation is that the usual parse stack is implemented 
as a recursion stack. This removes proof obligations that are related to the contents of 
the stack. 
The history of recursive ascent parsing is quite interesting. The standard formula- 
tion of LR parsing uses the concepts of automata theory. Looking for efficient 
implementations, Pennello [9] came up with a technique borrowed from efficient 
recursive descent implementations, and in this way created, in a hidden way, the first 
recursive ascent parser. Based on this work, Roberts [lo] presented an implementa- 
tion at a higher level of abstraction. Independently from Roberts and Pennello, 
Kruseman Aretz [7] and Barnard and Cordy [3] almost simultaneously proposed 
very similar ideas, with motivations of a theoretical kind. Their starting point was the 
standard LR parser. Figure 1 is a pictorial representation of this history, and displays 
this paper at the level of automata theory. Indeed, our theory will lead to an algorithm 
that for LR(0) grammars comes down to the deterministic ascent parsers of [3, 7, lo]. 
In the general nondeterministic case, the parser has cubic time complexity if the parse 
functions are implemented as memo-functions [S]. With the memoization technique, 
unnecessary recomputation is avoided by storing the results of each function call. If 
a function is invoked with the same parameters as before, it returns the stored result 
instead of recomputing it. In [8] a similar application of memoization was suggested, 
for top-down parsers. 
We also use the notion of memo-functions to define an algorithm that constructs 
a cubic representation for the parse forest, i.e. the collection of parse trees. Whereas 
such a parse forest has been suggested before [4], our construction of it is new. 
It has been claimed by Tomita that nondeterministic LR parsers are useful for 
natural language processing. In [12] he presented a discussion about how to do 
nondeterministic LR parsing, with a device called a graph-structured stack. With our 
parser we show that no explicit stack manipulations are needed. They can be 
expressed implicitly with the use of appropriate programming language concepts. So, 
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if it is true that natural language is amenable to LR parsing, our implementation has 
definite advantages compared to the Tomita parser. 
We present first the recognizer and its proof. If the grammar is LR(O), a few 
implementation tricks lead to the recursive ascent recognizer of [7]. Subsequently, the 
time and space complexities of the recognizer are analyzed, and, in the final section, 
the algorithm for constructing parse forests is given. 
2. The recognizer 
Consider CF grammar G = (V,, V,, P, S), with terminals Vr and nonterminals VN. 
Let V= VN u VT. Let the set of all items, i.e. dotted rules, of G be given by ZG. Subsets of 
IG are called states (what we call a state is often called the state kernel), and we use q to 
be an arbitrary state. Throughout the paper we use variables A, B, C for elements of 
VN, variable X for elements of V’ and greek letters for arbitrary elements of V*. 
Let ini be the set of initial items for state q, that are derived from q by the closure 
operation 
ini( {B+./f (B-+/l A A-+a.fkq A /LB?} 
The clause B+,u is shorthand for B-+,uEP. As is conventional, we omit existential 
quantification in set definitions (here for A, cr,fi,y). The double arrow * denotes 
a leftmost-symbol rewriting with non-c grammar rules: V,(Bcl=>Xficr) if (and only if) 
B-+Xfi. The transition function goto is defined by 
Let us define a function for each state, using the unorthodox embracing operator [ ‘1 
to map q to such a function: 
where N is the set of integers, or a subset O...nmax, with ~t,~~ the maximum sentence 
length. If we denote the input string as xr...x,, the specification of [q] is 
[q](i)=((A4a.B,j)lA~c(.PEq A p-l;Xi+l...Xj}. 
If we had an implementation of these functions, we would have a recognizer: defining 
the initial state as qO= {S’+.S}, we have that S~X,...X, is equivalent to 
(S’-+.S, n)c[qo](0). To find an implementation for [q], it turns out we need another 
function for each state, which we take to be the result of applying operator [ .] to the 
state: 
[q]: vx Nt-+2’GXN. 
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The specification of [CJ] is 
[q](X,i)={(A-a.p,j)IA~cr.BEq A fiS;Xy A Y~Xi+l...Xj} 
and it will be invoked for X that derive xr.. .Xi, for some 1. Assuming x,+ 1 to be some 
end of sentence marker that is not in I’, it can never be that A-m.fi~q A /~SX,+~Y; 
hence, Cd (A + 1, n + 1) = 8. For id n the above functions are recursively implemented 
by 
Cd(i)=Cd(Xi+l~i+l) 
u{(A~a.p,j)IB~.EEini(q) A (A+a.B,j)E[q](B,i)} 
u((A+LY.,i)~A-m.Eq}, 
[q](X,i)={(A+a.Xy,j)IA+cx.XyEq A (A+crX.y,j)E[goto(q,X)](i)} 
u{(A~rx.B,j)I(A-tcc.p,j)E[q](C,k) A C+.Xdeini(q) 
A (C-+X.6, k)e[goto(q,X)](i)}. 
Proof. The above implementation can be proved as follows. First we note that 
B~Xi+,...Xj--3y(B#E A fl$Xi+ly A Y’Xi+Z...Xj) V 
j~?(p#E A /?ZBy A B--t& A y~Xi+l...Xj) V (P=E A i=j). 
Hence. 
u ((A-~.B,j) IB-t& A (A+a.B,.dECd(& 4)
u{(A+a.,i)(A-m.Eq}. 
This is equivalent to the earlier version because we may replace the clause B+E by 
B+.&Eini(q). Indeed, if state q has item A *cc./? and if there is a leftmost-symbol 
derivation PzBy then all items B+.p are included in ini( 
For establishing the correctness of [q] note that PsXy either contains zero steps, in 
which case /3=Xy, or it contains at least one step: 
!l,(pSXy A ySxi+,...Xj)-!ly(P=Xy A y:*xi+l...Xj) 
V!lCayk(fiZC~ A C-tXG A d%Xi+l...Xk 
AY:Xk+l...Xj). 
The recognition functions may be cast in a form that will be convenient below. 
Define the auxiliary functions 
pop(A+zX.@=Am.X~, 
hs(A-m./?)=A, 
final(A+cc.p)=(Ifi~=O), 
with [/?I the number of symbols in b (with 1.s =O). Then it is easy to confirm that [q] 
and [q] may be written as 
Cql ti) = Cql txi + 1,i+f) 
” {UJ) ( B-.&hi(q) A (Z,j)E[q](B, i)} 
u { (1, i) I IEq A .kW)), 
CdGf, Q= ~(PPUM I U3.SCwNq7 X)1(0 A fwUh) 
u {U,j) I V, k)ECwNq, X)1(9 A w@kWq) 
A U,.Hd(WJ), k)}. 
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Hence, [q](X, i) may be written as the union of two sets, [q](X, i)=SouS1 : 
&={(A+a.Xy,j)IA+cr.XyEq A y3Xi+l...Xj}, 
By the definition of goto, if A+cc.XyEq then A+ctX.yGgoto(q,X). Hence, with the 
specification of [q], So may be rewritten as 
&=((A -cc.Xy,j) 1 Am.XyEq A (A-mX.y,j)e[goto(q,X)](i)}. 
The set S1 may be rewritten using the specification of [q](C,k): 
S,={(A+c~./?yj)I(A+r~.fi,j)~[q](C,k) A C-X6 A J’Xi+l...Xk}. 
Also, as before, j?ky implies that all items C -+.,u are in ini( and the existence of 
C-.X6 in ini implies C+X.GEgoto(q,X): 
Sl={(A+a./3,j)I(A+a.fl,j)E[q](C,k) A C+.XGsini(q) 
A(C~X.G,k)E[goto(q,X)](i)}. 0 
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In the computation of [qo](0), functions are needed only for states in the canonical 
collection of LR(0) states [2] for G, i.e. for every state that can be reached from the 
initial state by repeated application of the goto function. Note that, in general, the 
state 8 will be among these, and that both [8](i) and [81(X, i) are empty sets for all 
i>O and XEV. 
3. Deterministic variants 
One can prove that, if the grammar is LR(O), each recognizer function for a canoni- 
cal LR(0) state results in a set with at most one element. The functions for nonempty 
4 may 
Cd (9 
in this case be rephrased as 
if, for some I, ZEN AJinaZ(Z) then return ((I, i)} 
else if, for some B, B+.&Eini(q) then return [q](B, i) 
else if i < n then return [q](x,+ 1, i + 1) 
else return 8 
fi 
if [goto(q,X)J(i)=O then return 8 
else let (ZJ) be the unique element of [goto(q,X)](i). Then: 
if pop(Z)Eq then return { (pop(Z),j)} 
else return [q](lhs(Z),j) 
fi 
fi 
Cql(X, i): 
Each function can be replaced by a procedure that, instead of returning a function 
result, assigns the result to a global (set) variable. As this set variable may contain at 
most one element, it can be represented by three variables, a boolean b, an item R and 
an integer i. If a function would have resulted in the set { (ZJ) ), the global variables are 
set to b = TRUE, R = Z and i = j. A function value 8 is represented by b = FALSE. Also 
the arguments of the functions are superfluous now. The role of argument i can be 
played by the global variable with the same name, and lhs(R) can be used instead of 
argument X of [q]. Consequently, procedure [8] becomes a statement b:=FALSE, 
whereas for nonempty q one gets the procedures (keeping the names [q] and 
[q], trusting no confusion will arise) 
[q]: if, for some I, ZEq A~nal(Z) then R:=Z 
else if, for some B, B+.cEini(q) then R:=B+&.; [q] 
else if i<n then R:=xi+l+Xi+l.; i:=i+l; [q] 
else b:= FALSE 
fi 
Cd: 
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Ciw4l, WR))l; 
if b then 
if pop(R)eq then R:=pop(R) 
else Cd 
fi 
fi 
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formally adding a+a. to the set of items, for all a~&. Note that these procedures do 
not depend on the details of the right-hand side of R. Only the number of symbols 
before the dot is relevant for the test “pop(R)Eq”. Therefore, R can be replaced by two 
variables XEV and an integer 1, making the following substitutions in the previous 
procedures: 
R:= A-PC!. =s X:=A; I:=lal, pop(R)gq * I#1 v X=S’, 
R:=pop(R) e-- 1:=1-l, h(R) =+ X. 
After these substitutions, one gets close to the recursive ascent recognizer as it was 
presented in [7]. A recognizer that is virtually the same as in [7] is obtained by 
replacing the tail-recursive procedure [q] by an iterative loop. 
4. Complexity 
For LR(0) grammars the recognizer is deterministic and works in linear time. In the 
general, nondeterministic, case the recognizer needs exponential time unless the 
functions are implemented as memo-functions [S]. Memo-functions memorize for 
which arguments they have been called. If a function is called with the same ar- 
guments as before, the function returns the previous result without recomputing it. In 
conventional programming languages memo-functions are not available, but they can 
easily be implemented. Devices like graph-structured stacks [12], parse matrices [l], 
or well-formed substring tables [l l] are, in fact, low-level realizations of the abstract 
notion of memo-functions. The complexity analysis of the recognizer is quite simple. 
There are O(n) different invocations of recognizer functions. The functions [q] call 
O(n) other functions, that all result in a set with O(n) elements (note that there exist 
only O(n) pairs (1,j), with ZEI,, i<j< n). Merging these sets to one set with no 
duplicates can be accomplished in O(n2) time on a random-access machine. Hence, 
the total time complexity is 0(n3). The space needed for storing function results is 
O(n) per invocation, i.e. O(n2) for the whole recognizer. 
The above considerations only hold if the parser terminates. If the grammar has 
a cyclic derivation B&B, the execution of [q](B, i) leads to a call of itself. Also, there 
may be a cycle of transitions labeled by nonterminals that derive E, e.g. if goto(q, B) = 
q A B-E, so that the execution of [q](i) leads to a call of itself. In general, such a cycle 
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will exist if there is a derivation BAtctBfi such that ~l-k. Hence, the parser does not 
terminate if the grammar is cyclic or if it leads to a cycle of transitions labeled by 
nonterminals that derive E. Otherwise, execution of [q](B, i) can only lead to calls of 
[p](i) with p # q and to calls of [q](C, k), such that either k > i or C%;B A C # B. As 
there are only finitely many such p, C, the parser terminates. 
The space required for a parser that also calculates a parse forest, is dominated by 
this forest. We show in Section 5 that it may be compressed into a cubic amount of 
space. In the complexity domain our parser beats its rival, Tomita’s parsing method 
[12], which is nonpolynomial: for each integer k there exists a grammar such that the 
complexity of the Tomita parser is worse than nk. The Tomita algorithm, however, 
may be modified to become cubic as well, as shown in [6]. However, the most 
important distinction between our algorithm and the Tomita parser remains: the 
latter is substantially more complicated. 
5. Parse forest 
Usually, the recognition process is followed by the construction of parse trees. For 
ambiguous grammars, it becomes an issue how to represent the set of parse trees as 
compactly as possible. Below, we describe how to obtain a cubic representation in 
cubic time. We do so in three steps. 
In the first step, we observe that ambiguity often arises locally: given a certain 
context CC.], there might be several parse subtrees ti . ..t. (all deriving the same 
substring Xi + 1.. . xj from the same symbol A) that fit in that same context, leading to 
the parse trees CCL,], C[t2], ..,, C[t,] for the given string xr...x,. Instead of repre- 
senting these parse trees separately, repeating each time the context C, we can 
represent them collectively as C[ { tl, . , tk}]. Of course, this idea should be applied 
recursively. Technically, this leads to a kind of tree-like structure in which each child is 
a set of substructures rather than a single one. 
The sharing of context can be carried one step further. If we have, in one and the 
same context, a number of applied occurrences of a production rule A-+@ which 
share also the same parse forest for CI, we can represent the context of A+afl itself and 
the common parse forest for CI only once and fit the set of parse forests for /3 into that. 
Again this idea has to be applied recursively. Technically, this leads to a binary 
representation of parse trees, with each node having at most two sons, and to the 
application of the context sharing technique to this binary representation. 
These two ideas are captured by introducing a function f with the interpretation 
that f( /I, i,j) represents the parse forest of all derivations from BE I’* to Xi+ 1.. .Xj, for 
all i, j such that O< i< j<n. The following recursive definitions fix the parse forest 
representation formally: 
f(6 i,j) = { C 1 I i =j>, 
f(a,i,j)={aIj=i+l A Xi+l=a}, for all aEI+, 
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f(A,i,j)={(A,f(cr,i,j))(A~cr A M3txi+i...Xj}, for all AEVN, 
fWV, id= { UC4 i, k),f(BP, kj)) I i<kdj 
AA~fXi+l...Xk A BP~~k+l...Xj}, for all A,BEV. 
The representation for the set of parse trees is then just f(S,O,n). 
We now come to our third step. Suppose, for the moment, that the guards 
* 
c(--tXi+l... Xj and the like, occurring above, can be evaluated in some way or another. 
Then we can use functionfto compute the representation of the set of parse trees for 
sentence x 1.. .x,. If we make use of memo-functions to avoid repeated computation of 
a function applied to the same arguments, we see that there are at most O(n*) function 
evaluations. If we represent function values by references to the set representations 
rather than by the sets themselves, the most complicated function evaluation con- 
sumes an additional amount of storage that is O(n): for j - i + 1 values of k we have to 
perform the construction of a pair of (copies of) two references, costing a unit amount 
of storage each. Therefore, the total amount of space needed for the representation of 
all parse trees is 0(n3). 
The evaluation of the guards cx:x. I + 1.. .xj, etc. amounts exactly to solving a collec- 
tion of recognition problems. Note that a top-down parser is possible that merges the 
recognition and tree-building phases, by writing 
Af(Sg, k, j) # 8}, for all A, BE P’, 
the other cases for f being left unchanged. This parser is a cubic algorithm if we use 
memo-functions as before. It does not terminate for left-recursive grammars, although 
it can simply be changed to accommodate these too. In fact, what we have here is 
a functional variant of the Earley algorithm, in which the usage of memo-functions 
obsoletes an explicit parse matrix. 
Another approach is to apply a bottom-up recognizer first and derive from it a set 
Q containing triples (p, i,j) only if bfx. , + 1.. .Xj, and at least those triples (/I, i, j) for 
which the guards /33x. , I + 1.. .xj are evaluated during the computation off(S, 0, n) (i.e., 
for each derivation S~x~...X~AXj+~...X,~X~...X~~PXj+~.~.X,~+X~...X~PXj+~...X, 
%xi...x,,, the triples (p, i,j) and (A, k,j) should be in Q). The simplest way to obtain 
such Q from our recognizer is to assume an implementation of memo-functions that 
enables access to the memoized function results, after executing [qO](0). Then one has 
the disposal of the set 
{(,8,i,j)I [q](i) was invoked and (A+a./l,j)E[q](i)}. 
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Clearly, (/I, i,j) is only in this set if fi$X. , + 1.. .Xj. Note, however, that no pairs (A+. /3, j) 
are included in [y](i) (except if A = S’). We remedy this with a sligh’ change of the 
specifications of [q] and [a], defining 4-4~. ini( 
A recursive implementation of the recognition functions now is 
C~l(i)=((~,j)I(~,j)~CYl(Xi+~,i+1)) 
u { V,j) I B+.=Wq) A (I,j)Gql(& 4) 
u { (194 I IE4 A .hw}, 
Cal(x,i)=((pop(l),j)I(I,j)~Cgoto(q,X)l(i)) 
If we define, for this revised recognizer, 
Q={(Aij)lCd(‘) z was invoked and (A+x.p,j)E[q](i)} 
u ((4 &j) I Cd(‘) 1 was invoked and (A+.p,j)E[q](i)} 
U{(Xi+,,i,i+l)lOdi<n}, 
it contains all triples that are needed in f(S,O,n), and we may write the forest 
constructing function as 
f(A,i,j)=:(A,f(a,i,j))IA~~ A (a,i,j)~Q}, for all AEV~, 
f(ABP, i,j)= { (f(4 i, k),f(BB, kj)) IV, C kkQ A W’, kj)EQ), 
for all A,BEV, 
the other cases forfbeing left unchanged again. There exists a representation of Q in 
quadratic space such that the presence or absence of an arbitrary triple can be decided 
upon in unit time. As a result, the time complexity of f(S, 0, n) is cubic. 
6. Conclusions 
We established a very simple and elegant implementation of LR(0) parsing. It can 
be extended to LALR(k) parsing by letting the functions [q] produce pairs with final 
items only after inspection of the next k input symbols. 
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For non-LR grammars, there is no reason to use the complicated Tomita algo- 
rithm. If indeed nondeterministic LR parsers beat the Earley algorithm for some 
natural language grammars, as claimed in [12], this is because the number of LR(0) 
states may be smaller than the size of ZG for such grammars. Evidently, for the 
grammars examined in [12] this advantage compensates the loss of efficiency caused 
by the nonpolynomiality of Tomita’s algorithm. The present algorithm seems to have 
the possible advantage of Tomita’s parser, while being polynomial. 
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